2013 nissan frontier

Buy Today! Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. It is equipped with a Manual transmission. The vehicle is Brilliant Silver
with a Graphite Cloth interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Hassle free
buying with the Auffenberg Honesty policy. Upfront no hassle pricing for everyone!! Best
selection, best prices, best service. Best price in town!! We're only minutes from anywhere in
St. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Please continue for more information on this
Nissan Frontier SL with 64,mi. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND
with low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Nissan
Frontier. You've found the one you've been looking for. Your dream car. More information about
the Nissan Frontier: The Nissan Frontier is one of the lowest-priced pickups available; and with
the discontinuation of the Ford Ranger for , it's also one of the few compact trucks available at
any price. Four-cylinder Frontier models fill most needs for a basic truck--provided it's only
light-duty tasks such as hauling firewood or appliances--while V6 models are the way to go for
those with serious towing in mind. In any of its variants, the Frontier is more maneuverable and
easier to park than full-size pickups, while Crew Cab models have enough space for four adults.
Compared to other small trucks the Frontier line still offers some innovative storage features,
such as removable rear-seat storage boxes and the Utili-Track adjustable tie-down system.
Off-road purists will also like the complete set of go-anywhere equipment and interior comforts
in the PRO-4X models, while in general, the Frontier can handle heavier-duty tasks than some
other compact trucks because of its shared frame and structure with the larger Titan. Strengths
of this model include fuel-saving 4-cylinder base model, affordability, very capable V6,
innovative storage solutions, and Maneuverability Over 43 Million Happy Customers have
trusted us when buying or servicing their cars and trucks. That''s more than any other
automotive retailer. That''s why we offer processes and guarantees you won''t find anywhere
else. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can
eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Cowboy Toyota is proud to
present this fully inspected. Odometer is miles below market average! What are you waiting for?
Call or come by today! We are dedicated to giving our customers the best internet buying
experience possible. Our primary concern is the satisfaction of our customers. Need to trade
up? We also offer one of the most comprehensive parts and service departments in the
automotive industry! We are located on the west bound feeder of I at Buckner Blvd. See dealer
for in-stock inventory and actual selling price. All prices plus taxes, title and license fees with
approved credit. MSRP does not include dealer installed options. Price may be different outside
each advertised period and do not reflect the cash price at any other time. Inventory subject to
prior sale. We are not responsible for typographical , technical, or misprint errors. Please see
dealer in person or contact us via phone or email to verify all information. See the rest of our
inventory at: WWW. SINCE ! With over 40 years satisfying customers in the Tri-state area, The
Thompson Organization is second to none. All of our Pre-Owned vehicles have been given a
seal of approval by our award winning, state of the art service department. They have also
undergone our meticulous detailing process to ensure they are as close to 'NEW' as possible.
Some exclusions Stop in to experience the Thompson difference today!! All prices have been
reduced for our Online Sales Event, reduced prices are good from Now, until Saturday close of
business at 5pm. Recent Arrival! We offer financing options that fit every customers needs.
CarLink is conveniently located in Morristown NJ. We have the best selection around with over
Pre-Owned vehicles in stock and ready for delivery to you! We offer some of the lowest
financing rates available and we also have special financing programs for bad credit and no
credit. For more pictures and information about this vehicle, please visit carlinkautos. Call At
Napleton VW of Sanford you can buy with confidence as every pre-owned vehicle gets a point
inspection and Napleton Reconditioning Certification. We provide excellent financing for
everyone!!! This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. WE MAKE
every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site,
absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All vehicles are subject to prior sale and availability.
NO wholesalers or dealer to dealer transactions. Because of our extremely low and wholesale to
public prices and high-volume vehicle. We certify every vehicle for our confidence and yours, in
order to offer these exclusive warranties. If you don't like it, bring it back, exchange it, that
simple. At Rollit we don't pay our staff of transportation advisers commission. So feel free to
shop without pressure, they are here to help, that's all. Rollit Motors is founded on trust,
integrity, and respect. We are proud to offer these values in our sales and business practices so
our customers keep coming back. The vehicles on our lot have the best prices and quality in the
area, so come by and see us today! No hidden fees!!! No add ons!! We offer Market Based

pricing, so please call to check on the availability of this vehicle. We'll buy your vehicle even if
you don't buy ours. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Our Top
Picks. No accidents. All 3, Listings. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale
nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Manual Engine Type Gas
Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. So far, truck is working out well. Minimal road noise for a pickup. Plenty of power.
Steering tracks very good, especially at high speed. Seats firm and comfortable. Interior not well
thought out. Too many cup holders that could have been used for storage compartments.
Cheap plastic chrome exterior trim. Overall, good value when compared to competition with
similar equipment. Fun to drive. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. It is a big step forward
compared to the old version. We found this Frontier quick and nimble with a tolerable ride. The
powerful engine gives it a V8-like feel. The tight rear seat is a drawback and the tailgate is very
heavy. Side- and curtain-airbags and stability control are standard equipment. In most cases,
automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will
be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left.
The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Nissan Frontier owners. The
owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Usually
causing the seat belt to become wet". It has been that way since we purchased the vehicle in it's
a model. It's minor though, just annoying". This occurred just a few months after warranty
expired. Nissan indicated that this was not a usual wear item. Also frustrating when
replacement required shortly after warranty expires". Seems to be coming from the passenger
side seat". The ride is very rough resulting in a lot of added noise to the interior of the vehicle. I
have tried various lubricants but have not been able to quiten the noise in the cab. Also the fan
cowling came lose, and made a heck of a racket intermittently, the dealer couldn't find the
problem for months. The wind shield washer stopp". It is not an issue when driving city speeds.
It interferes with normal occupant conversation. It always sounds like a door is ajar. Bluetooth ,
voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. I finally
glued piece of cardboard to dash to shade screen. This with normal glasses; unviewable with
polarized sunglasses under any circumstances". Message says that "SIM card is missing"".
When the radio quit working the whole nine yards had to be replaced". The whole radio unit
needed to be replaced. No charge". Unable to access features during subscription". Control
doesn't seem to work well". Took two trips to dealer to fix". The only way to reset it is to turn the
vehicle off and - sometimes - it will stay off for a little while. There is a lot about this and
replacing the switch on the internet so it must be a common problem. The Emmission light is on
again but we got a extended 15 year warrenty from Nissan to fix it so we too it in. Now it is not
the evaporator but the lines that go to the evoporator and this IS NOT covered under the new
extended warrenty. I even called Nissan direct and they still refused to fix it or reimburse me for
our out of pocket replacement from earlier. They said we are filling the gas tank too full-this is
impossible because every since it was new the gas switch shuts off when the tank is half full
and you have to slowly add more fuel until it is full with the gas switch switching off constantly
while trying to fill it. There is heat when the truck is going down the road. Nissan fixed under
warranty". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. I have to push it back into place". Started with a small spot 3 years ago but in
the past year has spread to two places about 10 inches in diameter each. This was two weeks
ago. I don't understand how that could happen. The is covered until use. Right now it's small
specks. So I am keeping vigilant". Nissan had a 5 year body warranty for rust. Nissan said the
bumper was not part of the body and would not fix it. Have since found out, rusted rear
bumpers are common on Nissan Frontiers. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold,
leaks. Replaced under warranty". Mechanic said it was defective construction and he has seen
it before in this model. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. The next day it was ok, and repair shop
could not duplicate. They changed brake fluid and it has not happened again. Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. I thing the fuel
nozzle will not fit deep enough in the filler neck. Sound as loud as a diesel motor when revving
up. Would not purchase again! Very unsafe. What kind of quality control is that? Also, rear
differential leaks oil. Bit disappointed with this truck with 18, mileage. Apparently vehicle
requires new canister". Tey would not look at it being previously replace and charged us in full.
It will never giveus a full tank unless we continue to put more in. It also clicks off constantly
while refueling, it takes a while to refuel because of having to restart it som many times.
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine

harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Needed to replace
motor and control assembly". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Shocks or struts,
ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion ,
power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. Dealer rep claimed it was a common problem". Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Nissan Frontier Change
Vehicle. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and
Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration
Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time
in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling.
Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness,
response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel
Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's
often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring
device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway
consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of
measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip
of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking
Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel.
Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency
Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and
confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert
judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady
it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's
interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of
how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat
Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across.
Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?

In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from ESC available from Side and head protection air bags available from , standard from Drive
Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Air or water leaks
"Water leaks at the juncture between the front and back door. Display screen difficult to see
"Design flaw -- backup camera screen unviewable in bright sunlight -- dealer unable to fix. This
with normal glasses; unviewable with polarized sunglasses under any circumstances" Michael
M. When the radio quit working the whole nine yards had to be replaced" Joe D. Unable to
access features during subscription" James B. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Trim around
the windows side does not fit well against the body" James P. I have to push it back into place"
James P. Difficult to fill up gas tank "When filling gas blows back if not careful filling have to
manually fill tank slowly. Emission control devices includes EGR "Check engine light remains
on and if reset comes back on. Interior lights "Cabin light over driver stays on all the time"
Kenneth D. Rough shifting "When starting from rest at stop sign or light, feel "bump" from drive
train when initially pressing gas pedal" Anonymous, FL Nissan Frontier SV 2. Warranty" Jeff B.
Springs or torsion bars "Leaf springs broke. Dealer rep claimed it was a common problem"
John I. Alternator "Alternator failed. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is
based on our latest subscriber survey of Nissan Frontier owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Usually causing the seat belt to
become wet". It has been that way since we purchased the vehicle in it's a model. It's minor
though, just annoying". This occurred just a few months after warranty expired. Nissan
indicated that this was not a usual wear item. Also frustrating when replacement required
shortly after warranty expires". Seems to be coming from the passenger side seat". The ride is
very rough resulting in a lot of added noise to the interior of the vehicle. I have tried various
lubricants but have not been able to quiten the noise in the cab. Also the fan cowling came lose,
and made a heck of a racket intermittently, the dealer couldn't find the problem for months. The
wind shield washer stopp". It is not an issue when driving city speeds. It interferes with normal
occupant conversation. It always sounds like a door is ajar. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. I finally glued piece of
cardboard to dash to shade screen. This with normal glasses; unviewable with polarized
sunglasses under any circumstances". Message says that "SIM card is missing"". When the
radio quit working the whole nine yards had to be replaced". The whole radio unit needed to be
replaced. No charge". Unable to access features during subscription". Control doesn't seem to
work well". Took two trips to dealer to fix". The only way to reset it is to turn the vehicle off and sometimes - it will stay off for a little while. There is a lot about this and replacing the switch on
the internet so it must be a common problem. The Emmission light is on again but we got a
extended 15 year warrenty from Nissan to fix it so we too it in. Now it is not the evaporator but
the lines that go to the evoporator and this IS NOT covered under the new extended warrenty. I
even called Nissan direct and they still refused to fix it or reimburse me for our out of pocket
replacement from earlier. They said we are filling the gas tank too full-this is impossible
because every since it was new the gas switch shuts off when the tank is half full and you have
to slowly add more fuel until it is full with the gas switch switching off constantly while trying to
fill it. There is heat when the truck is going down the road. Nissan fixed under warranty". Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I have
to push it back into place". Started with a small spot 3 years ago but in the past year has spread
to two places about 10 inches in diameter each. This was two weeks ago. I don't understand
how that could happen. The is covered until use. Right now it's small specks. So I am keeping
vigilant". Nissan had a 5 year body warranty for rust. Nissan said the bumper was not part of the
body and would not fix it. Have since found out, rusted rear bumpers are common on Nissan
Frontiers. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Replaced under

warranty". Mechanic said it was defective construction and he has seen it before in this model.
Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration,
squeaking, brake failure or wear. The next day it was ok, and repair shop could not duplicate.
They changed brake fluid and it has not happened again. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. I thing the fuel nozzle will not fit deep
enough in the filler neck. Sound as loud as a diesel motor when revving up. Would not purchase
again! Very unsafe. What kind of quality control is that? Also, rear differential leaks oil. Bit
disappointed with this truck with 18, mileage. Apparently vehicle requires new canister". Tey
would not look at it being previously replace and charged us in full. It will never giveus a full
tank unless we continue to put more in. It also clicks off constantly while refueling, it takes a
while to refuel because of having to restart it som many times. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Needed to replace motor and control assembly".
Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Dealer rep claimed it
was a common problem". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used Nissan Frontier Change Vehicle. It is a big step forward compared to the old
version. We found this Frontier quick and nimble with a tolerable ride. The powerful engine
gives it a V8-like feel. The tight rear seat is a drawback and the tailgate is very heavy. Side- and
curtain-airbags and stability control are standard equipment. There is 1 recall on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Air
or water leaks "Water leaks at the juncture between the front and back door. Display screen
difficult to see "Design flaw -- backup camera screen unviewable in bright sunlight -- dealer
unable to fix. This with normal glasses; unviewable with polarized sunglasses under any
circumstances" Michael M. When the radio quit working the whole nine yards had to be
replaced" Joe D. Unable to access features during subscription" James B. Loose exterior trim
or moldings "Trim around the windows side does not fit well against the body" James P. I have
to push it back into place" James P. Difficult to fill up gas tank "When filling gas blows back if
not careful filling have to manually fill tank slowly. Emission control devices includes EGR
"Check engine light remains on and if reset comes back on. Interior lights "Cabin light over
driver stays on all the time" Kenneth D. Rough shifting "When starting from rest at stop sign or
light, feel "bump" from drive train when initially pressing gas pedal" Anonymous, FL Nissan
Frontier SV 2. Warranty" Jeff B. Springs or torsion bars "Leaf springs broke. Dealer rep claimed
it was a common problem" John I. Alternator "Alternator failed. See All Trouble Spots. Compare
Models. No Data Available. The bolt may wear through the wire harness covering, resulting in an
electrical short which could cause a fire. Read Recall Details. Nissan North America, Inc. Nissan
is recalling certain model year through Frontier vehicles manufactured from November 28, ,
through December 17, In the affected vehicles, a circuit breaker may have been installed
incorrectly causing the main wire harness connected to the circuit breaker to face outward,
potentially contacting a metal bolt located on the A-pillar. What should you do:. Nissan will
notify owners, and dealers will inspect the circuit breaker orientation. If the circuit breaker

orientation is incorrect, dealers will repair the vehicles free of charge. The recall began on
March 17, Owners may contact Nissan at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The Nissan
Frontier, long a popular choice in the compact pickup world, picks right up where its
predecessors have left off. The market may be closing in a bit with Ford ridding itself of the
Ranger and Ram dumping the Dakota, but the Frontier carries on to tangle with the Toyota
Tacoma for top-dog honors in the niche. The Frontier has not changed a whole lot since its
debut in , and its interior, in particular, shows signs of getting dated, some experts feel. But
Nissan has made a couple of attractive tweaks to the pickup for To begin with, the company has
done a little price cutting with the Nissan Frontier. Those adjustments add to the already
considerable appeal of the Nissan Frontier. Quarters are tight in the rear seats of the Nissan
Frontier, though, and reviewers do find fault with the less-than-impressive quality of materials in
the cabin and say the ride can be a bit rugged at times. Engine choices for the Nissan Frontier
start with a 2. Most reviewers give little mind to the 4-cylinder, though, and tout the V6 as not
only the best option but plenty of motor at hp and lb-ft of torque. No V8 is available, and none is
needed, they say. The maximum towing capacity of the Nissan Frontier is 6, pounds. Experts
commend the way the engine works with the automatic transmission offered. The Nissan
Frontier S is a rugged, no-frills workhorse and has neither power windows, air conditioning nor
tilt steering. The SV gets power features, tilt steering and cruise control, and Bluetooth
connectivity has been added for this year. The SL ups the ante with heated leather seats,
tie-down cleats in the bed and a Rockford Fosgate sound system with 8 speakers. A Value
Truck Package, new for , adds dual-zone climate control, a trailer hitch, rear-view monitor,
sliding bed extender and spray-in bedliner. The Nissan Frontier PRO-4X is all about off-roading
and features skid plates, upgraded off-road shocks and huge trail tires. The Nissan Frontier
grades out well in relation to other compact pickups in safety tests. It comes with standard
4-wheel antilock brakes along with traction and stability control, and all trims have a full array of
airbags. A backup camera and parking sensors have been added for many trims for Big Dave
Love it. Heater does now put out very much heat for all settings. Fan Blows fine. Just bought a
Nissan Frontier. None of the power windows work. Checked the fuse it looks fine. I would like to
use a larger diameter. An recommendations. Average user score. Based on 14 reviews.
Fantastic Affordable Mid-size Truck by parkerb Review by 5unnybear. Updated Mar 26, by A.
What's your take on the Nissan Frontier? Report Big Dave Love it. Have you driven a Nissan
Frontier? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Nissan Frontier. Have questions? Ask a question.
Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Nissan Frontier Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Nissan Frontier to Related
Models. Small Trucks - User Rankings. Best Small Trucks. Most Powerful Small Trucks. Best
Handling Small Trucks. Best Looking Small Trucks. Best Family Small Trucks. Best Small
Trucks in Value. Select Year Although midsize pickup sales pale in comparison to full-size
trucks, the Nissan Frontier is a solid player in its admittedly small segment. For , the Frontier is
available with two engine options: a base hp 2. In a Nissan Frontier First Drive , we liked the
midsize pickup's simplicity and powerful V-6 engine capable of "delivering reliable performance
with little bravado. The five-speed automatic transmission, however, proves disappointing. It's
too eager to run through the gears, whether the truck is laden or not. At the end of the trip, we
said, "The pickup had gotten us through seven states in four days. We covered nearly miles,
and the truck got mpg in a combination of city driving and wide-open highway. If this trip is any
indicator, the long-term Frontier is going to serve us well over the next year. With the Frontier ,
Nissan added a Desert Runner model to two-wheel models with the automatic transmission. The
model comes with inch alloy wheels with off-road BF Goodrich tires, Bilstein off-road shocks,
special cloth seats and floor mats, fog lights, and Desert Runner decals and badge. The new
package adds floor mats, dual climate control, backup camera and sensors, sliding bed
extender, and a trailer hitch as well as a spray-in bedliner, fog lights, and tie-down equipment.
All Frontier models get improved fuel economy due to improved aerodynamics for a lower front
spoiler, rear tire wind deflector, a seal between the cab and the bed, and a new tailgate spoiler.
The Nissan Frontier pickup has only been tested in the rollover test by the NHTSA where it
received a three-star rating for rear-drive models and a four-star rating for four-wheel-drive
models out of a possible five stars and is considered a Top Safety Pick by the IIHS for trucks
built after November A new Desert Runner model adds off-road equipment to two-wheel-drive
models. Enhanced aerodynamics improves fuel economy and three new paint colors are
available. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual
transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this

figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Nissan Frontier Expert Review motortrendauthor.
Base price Strong V-6 engine Small fuel economy hit with V Bare bones interior King Cab has
cramped second row Rough ride. Expand All Vehicle Overview. A solid pick in a limited field. All
Model Years For , Nissan has made some subtle but important changes to the Frontier pickup
truck. Nissan has made improvements in engine efficiency, as well as subtle aerodynamic
enhancements, and the result is improved fuel economy on nearly every Frontier model. Minor
equipment changes complete the updates to the Nissan Frontier. Close this Model value: The
Nissan Frontier is one of the lowest-priced pickups available; and with the discontinuation of
the Ford Ranger for , it's also one of the few compact trucks available at any price.
Four-cylinder Frontier models fill most needs for a basic truck--provided it's only light-duty
tasks such as hauling firewood or appliances--while V6 models are the way to go for those with
serious Read more The Nissan Frontier is one of the lowest-priced pickups available; and with
the discontinuation of the Ford Ranger for , it's also one of the few compact trucks available at
any price. Four-cylinder Frontier models fill most needs for a basic truck--provided it's only
light-duty tasks such as hauling firewood or appliances--while V6 models are the way to go for
those with serious towing in mind. In any of its variants, the Frontier is more maneuverable and
easier to park than full-size pickups, while Crew Cab models have enough space for four adults.
Compared to other small trucks the Frontier line still offers some innovative storage features,
such as removable rear-seat storage boxes and the Utili-Track adjustable tie-down system.
Off-road purists will also like the complete set of go-anywhere equipment and interior comforts
in the PRO-4X models, while in general, the Frontier can handle heavier-duty tasks than some
other compact trucks because of its shared frame and structure with the larger Titan. Close this
Model overview: The Nissan Frontier is a family of compact or mid-size pickups, powered by
4-cylinder or V6 engines. Throughout the model line, you can get King Cab or Crew Cab body
styles and most of the model line--all but base S and SV 4-cylinder models--is available with a
choice of rear-wheel drive or part-time 4-wheel drive. Read more The Nissan Frontier is a family
of compact or mid-size pickups, powered by 4-cylinder or V6 engines. With either engine, a
manual gearbox is the base transmission 5-speed with 4-cylinder, 6-speed with the V6 , but in
either case a 5-speed automatic is optional. The Desert Runner trim comes only with the
automatic. The V6 is ideal for hauling and towing, thanks to the V6 engine's plentiful torque and
strong, smooth character. When properly equipped, some versions can tow up to 6, pounds.
Built on a sturdy platform, with its frame design borrowed from the larger Titan pickup, the
Frontier is perhaps better suited to off-roading or heavier hauling than other compacts. For the
trail, Frontier 4x4 models include Hill Descent Control, which helps moderate speed down steep
slopes when off-roading, while Hill Start Assist helps the driver get a smooth start on an incline.
Additionally, rear-wheel drive models get an Active Brake Limited Slip system that helps gain
traction and stability. While front seat accommodations are just as spacious in either body style
of the Frontier, King Cab models, with their rear-hinged back doors, include flip-up rear seats
that would work fine doing temporary duty for kids, while Crew Cab models have adult-size
back-seat space and easy entry and exit. King Cab models come with flip-up rear seats, as well
as removable storage boxes under the seats, while all models have center-console storage plus
a locking dual glovebox. Crew Cab models can be had with either a standard-length bed--for the
best maneuverability--or a Long Bed for more cargo capacity. Because it shares the same
underlying design and frame structure with the larger Titan, the Frontier doesn't break a sweat
for heavy hauling tasks. The suspension--a double wishbone design in front and overslung leaf
springs in back--is also built for serious work without sacrificing too much ride quality. Critical
components, like brake lines and other underbody hardware, are tucked inside frame rails, and
4x4 models get at least 8. The new Desert Runner includes inch Off-Road design alloy wheels,
Bilstein off-road shocks, unique seat cloth with embroidered Frontier logos on the front seats,
fog lights, and special badging. The PRO-4X model is kitted out with Bilstein high-pressure
off-road shocks, skid plates, a 4-wheel limited-slip system, and tough off-road wheels and tires,
plus keyless entry, cruise control, power windows and locks and a red-stitched leather interior
with leather trim and white-faced gauges. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle
Model strengths: Maneuverability; affordability; fuel-saving 4-cylinder base model; very capable
V6; innovative storage solutions. Nissan has made Read more. Close this. The Nissan Frontier
is one of the lowest-priced pickups available; and with the discontinuation of the Ford Ranger
for , it's also one of the few compact trucks available at any price. The Nissan Frontier is a
family of compact or mid-size pickups, powered by 4-cylinder or V6 engines. There's a problem
loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

